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Lockdown!!
With no meetings for the foreseeable future I might struggle a little to bring
out the next issue, however, I intend to give it my best shot!! We are fortunate
in a way in this lockdown period in that we have an indoor hobby - golfing,
fishing etc. is a No! No! but D.D.W.C. members can retire to their sheds,
garages etc, and continue their recreation (until the supply of wood runs out!).

£1- 50
Free to
members

So, I’m asking you to send me photographs of anything that you have made and I will publish it
here for all to enjoy, admire, criticise or whatever! First instalment is on Page 17; in this way we
can still stay in touch as a group.
I’ll be running a virtual competition for future months as in April, no prizes but bragging rights
and something to tell the grandkids!
Additionally I’ll send out any quizzes etc. which come my way for your entertainment - there’s
only so much Netflix one can absorb!! If you are a quizzer, then get to work, construct a quiz
and send it to me.

Thank you to the following people who have contributed to this issue and/or submitted material
for circulation to members:
Graham Legg, Lisa Williams, Dick Harris, Liz King, Derek Puplett, Daniel Beard

STOP PRESS

James Sharpe

The club has secured a £1000 Youth
Action Grant thanks to the efforts of
member Graham Legg.
More information in next issue.
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Exotic Hardwoods
We recently took a trip to “Exotic Hardwoods” based in Ipstones, Staﬀordshire.
The reason for the visit was to obtain the wood for the upcoming collaboration
competition but it gave us the perfect excuse to check out the latest stock and to
marvel at the enormous array of colours, textures and smells of the various
timbers which are available there.
We were given a very warm welcome from Kirk, as
always, who furnished us with a cup of tea and then
left us to explore the whole warehouse, popping back
to answer any questions and guide us to anything
specific that interested us.
We had contacted Kirk before our attendance to ask for a suitable time to
visit. This is a prerequisite as he is not always available. We arranged a
mutually convenient time and had his undivided attention as we were the
only people there. We are sometimes a little apprehensive about going for
the odd bits that we purchase but Kirk always assures us that he welcomes
any visitors for as much or as little that they need whenever he is there.
We thoroughly recommend that you visit
them soon and hope that you can find that
special piece you are looking for, we’re
confident you will.
Exotic Hardwoods
Megcroft Farm,
Onecote Rd.,
Ipstones,
Staﬀs.
ST10 2NB
https://exotichardwoodsukltd.com

Lisa and John Williams
Competitions Co-ordinators

When I was a boy, I had a disease that required me to eat dirt three times a day in order to
survive. . . . . . . . . . . . . It’s a good thing my older brother told me about it.
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Masters’ Competition - March 2020
First place went to Peter Fantham for his natural edge bowl in
cherry
Second place was taken by David Reynolds for his vase and
flowers.
And third place went to Graham Legg also for vase and flowers.

Also entered (again, in no
particular order were: Below intarsia work by John Williams
and : below right - box with inlay
work in Teak and Yew from
John Henbery
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Masters’ Competition - March 2020 cont’d
Below left: scrollsaw work in Baltic birch ply from James Sharpe and below left: more segmented
work by Peter Rutter in Tulip Wood and Purpleheart

The competition this month was themed - “Flower(s)” - entries which followed the theme were
awarded a bonus point.

Ideas for the Carvers

Some inspirational
car ving
ideas
discovered by Lisa
Williams on ‘tinter
web.
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Members’ Open Competition - March 2020
A somewhat crowded table
of eighteen entries saw
Graham Jerram take a
runaway first place with his
painted Sycamore.
The theme of the
competition was “Flower(s)”
and following the theme
gained the entrant a bonus
point

Second place was taken by Peter Branson
for his carving in Lime.
Third place went to Duncan Brown for
his turned vase.
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Members’ Open Competition - March 2020 - cont’d
Also entered, (yes you’ve guessed it), in no particular order! :

Carved and turned entry in Box from Roger King.

A.N.OTHER - sorry but writing not
legible.

Inlaid veneers from Liz King

Pyrographed entry on plywood from
Lisa Williams
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Members’ Open Competition - March 2020 - cont’d

Above: Pair of egg cups in Sycamore from Brian
Walker
Right: Pyrographed picture on Parchment from
Terry Murtha.

Above: A variety of woods used by David
Waldron
Right: Inlay work by new member Ricky Silk
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Members’ Open Competition - March 2020 - cont’d

Carving and turning used in Tony
Rawcliffe’s entry.

Lime and woodsman used for Isabelle
Dawson’s entry.

Tina Shinner used Beech for her entry.
Tony Reindorp’s marquetry entry.
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March 2020 Meeting
Our guest demonstrator at the March meeting
was scrollsaw artist John Baker who explained
t h a t h e w a s a c t u a l l y a t r a i n e d c h e f, t h e
scrollsawing is a hobby that got out of hand! He
went on to say that the scrollsaw is used in a
number of craft areas; for example, carvers often
use one to roughly prepare the shape of their
work piece. As well as wood, the saw can be used
to cut slate, cardboard, glass, brass etc. with the
correct sort of blade.
A technique used when several identical pieces in
thin wood are required is that of stack cutting. As
the name suggests a number of layers are “bound”
together using diﬀerent methods and the pattern
affixed to the top layer. Probably the most
common way is the bind the layers with masking tape or Painters tape. The latter has the advantage that
it lubricates the blade and reduces the possibility of scorching the wood especially on tight turns. Some
workers secure the layers by driving panel pins through those layers in a waste area; or drill fine holes in a
waste area and insert and glue in cocktail sticks; or even use a hot melt glue gun.
John then showed examples of compound cutting where a
pattern is cut on one face, the wood rotated through 90
degrees and a pattern cut on this second face. This is a popular
technique when making items such as Xmas tree decorations
and also to produce rather clever pieces where two diﬀerent
subjects are seen depending on which face is viewed - the piece
may show say, a cat but rotate it 90 degrees and a mouse is
seen! In all cases of compound cutting, the thick side should be
cut first. It is rather diﬃcult to manoeuvre small pieces around
the blade when compound cutting and it is recommended that
a clamp is made to hold the piece. ( Go to this site: http://
www.stevedgood.com/3djig.pdf. Ed.)
Some workers wrap Painters Tape around the wood before
applying the pattern, this has the added benefit of lubricating
the blade and stops burning of the work piece. ( alternatively
wrap wood in masking tape, apply pattern and then wrap in Sellotape. The ingredient in the adhesive that stops the
tape sticking to itself lubricates the blade - Editor)
Beginners to scrollsawing quickly become aware that when cutting a straight line the blade will drift to
the right and has to be compensated for by pushing the work piece through at an angle. The cause of this
is that the blades are stamped out during manufacture and leaves a kerf on the back edge. To reduce the
drift it’s recommended that while running the saw a fine file or sandpaper is held against the back corners
of the blade to remove the kerf.
Deciding which blade to use causes more headaches to a beginner than anything else! Many people,
especially American workers, use Flying Dutchman Ultra Reverse blades though they might be a tad
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diﬃcult to obtain in the U.K. On this side of The Pond, Pegas Modified Geometry blades take a lot of
beating but unfortunately they tend to be available in the smaller gauges only.
The finest blade gauge is 2/0 and this is the one to use when making a puzzle (unless it’s for a child)
otherwise there will be too much “play” between the pieces; also, if the puzzle is given a coat of paint
the space between pieces will be zero making it extremely diﬃcult or impossible for a child to assemble.
Making a jigsaw is probably one of the first things a scroller will make (especially if he/she has
grandkids) and the “recommended” technique is to attach the picture to the wood e.g. ¼” ply and on
top of this place an equal sized sacrificial sheet of ⅛” ply bearing the pattern. The two pieces are bound
together with tape and the pattern cut out producing the jigsaw and a matching amount of waste wood
from the sacrificial sheet. John recommends a more
economical method and that is to insert the blade in
the saw upside down, work with the picture facing
down on the table and cut following a freehand drawn
pattern on the underside of the base. Best results are
obtained if a sheet of MDF is attached to the table
reducing the chance of damage to the picture and
remember to slow down the speed of the saw.
John is often asked to produce “words” for decorating
wedding reception tables etc. and for this purpose he
has a set of letters produced from MDF using the
Hobo font. When a word such as “Love” is requested
he lays the letters out on the chosen sheet of timber
and draws around them which saves having to print a
pattern and attach it to the wood. If they need to be
linked, jigsaw fashion, he closes up the letters until they
will be slightly overlapping and then draws in his own “keys”. In the case of the word “love” he would
use a heart for the letter “O”. (see picture right, part of the word can be seen in the left hand corner).
Following John’s talk/demo a workshop was held for people wishing to try their luck with a scrollsaw
(see below) using patterns that John had prepared. A number of these remain for future use. Thank you
to members who brought along their own saws for fellow members to use and for the assistance given.

A member tries her hand at scrollsawing. Meanwhile Graham Legg introduces another newbie to the lathe.
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April Virtual Competition
After the votes had been double checked
we find that the winner is . . . . . John
Williams with his intarsia work featuring
“Ted” . John used Wenge, Cherry, Walnut
and an Olive branch.
And Mama Mia!! In second place was
James Sharpe’s scrollsaw picture in Baltic
Birch ply of ABBA

There was a four way tie for third
place between : above right, David
Reynolds who wet turned a Sycamore
branch and then stained it with the
colours of the rainbow.
Right : Jan Bartlett’s carving in
Lime of a Kingfisher.
Now go to the next page:
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April Virtual Competition cont’d

Carole Snell’s stylised carving of a
New Zealand Bush Parrot in Kauri
wood.
Rick Silk’s rather topical entry using Pine for the
post and pyrographed Tulipwood for the sign.

Also entered: Brian Walker’s seam ripper
using Victoria Plum and Ebony.

Graham Legg’s pot pourri bowl in Sycamore
finished in Jo Sonja paints.
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April Virtual Competition cont’d
Left: Segmented
vase in Walnut by
Peter Rutter
Right: shelf unit
scrollsawn from ¼”
ply by Terry
Lethbridge

Above: Lisa Williams’ first attempt at turning
produces a bowl in Sapele with butterfly set in resin.
Above right: not quite finished, coﬀee table in Oak
from David Waldron.
Right: Turned beaded box from Derek Puplett.
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April Virtual Competition cont’d

Above: Geoff Dalton turned a bowl in Pear
with Padauk rim.
Above right: Liz King pyrographed a
wedding token using Beech.
Right: Peter Fantham turned a bowl in Yew.
Below: Bowl turned by Tony Rawcliffe
Below right: Bowl turned by Daniel Beard
using Spalted Beech.
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The Results are in!

Name

Votes

Position

John Williams

7

1

James Sharpe

4

2

David Reynolds

2

3=

Jan Bartlett

2

3=

Rick Silk

2

3=

Carole Snell

2

3=

Graham Legg

1

Lisa Williams

0

David Waldron

1

Liz King

0

Brian Walker

0

Peter Fantham

1

Peter Rutter

1

Terry Lethbridge

0

Daniel Beard

0

Geoﬀ Dalton

0

Derek Puplett

0

Tony Rawcliﬀe

0

Well that’s the first of our
virtual competitions; 18
members decided to join
in the fun and in total 23
members cast a vote.
Remember, this or any
other virtual competition
does not count towards
the club league table AND
you are free to enter these
pieces in the next “real”
competitions when we are
back to normal.
There will be another
virtual competition in
May and we are adopting
the suggestion made by
member Digby Owen enter your favourite piece
of work , doesn’t matter
whether you made it last
week or ten years ago.
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Pyrography Hints and (hopefully) Helpful Reminders
Well, most people I speak to who are not working, seem to be spending their time getting all those
“odd jobs” done at home and in the garden. Is it just me, or has anyone else got enough “odd jobs” to
keep them going for the next 6 months? If so, you may not have found any time to work on your craft,
but if a few hints and helpful reminders would be useful, then please read on..............
If you already have a supply of wood to use, now is the time to prepare it, by sanding it as fine as you
are able. Then, when you want to start burning your desired image you are ready to go, without having
to spend time sanding. Health and Safety Alert - Please note, always use a face mask when
sanding, so you don't breathe in the minute dust particles!
This is also a good time to source some images from books or the internet that appeal to you, or that
will fulfil the brief for forthcoming competitions. I like to cut and paste or photocopy images in various
sizes, so when I print them out, I can choose the one that best suits the size and grain of the wood I
plan to use. Have you thought about a decorated letter, your initial for example, or what about copying
one of your brilliant holiday photos? Your imagination is your only limitation.
A good tip, if you think you've maybe finished your work, is to put it on one side for a day or two. Then,
when you look at it again, you will see areas that you can improve. Remember to start light because
you can always go darker. The key is to get a good contrast between light, medium and dark shades.
Can I tempt you to try using a different technique, maybe something that doesn't naturally appeal to
you. Some of the things we have covered in the past year were silhouettes and Celtic designs. Had
we been meeting for hands-on, I was planning to do a session using some of Bob Neill's abstract
patterns. You may find inspiration on his website: www.bobneillpyrography.co.uk
To help you with your mark making, try spending time just seeing what different nibs can do. Turn the
heat up to create dramatic effects and textures in the wood, and turn it down to achieve subtle
shadings. Health and Safety Alert - Please don't lean over your work and breathe in any carbon
fumes, especially if using a high heat setting. If you have a purpose built fan please use it, if not an
electric fan turned round to suck the air away from you will work well.
Also remember to keep your nibs clean using a wire brush if you have one, or a very light rub on some
fine sandpaper. This will give a more consistent burn.
You may like to go over some earlier work you've done and improve the light and dark contrasts, now
that you have more experience. That's how I got started. We had a pyrographed kitchen clock that
was faded, and so I went over it bit by bit following the lines and gradually gained the confidence to
add more of my own, shading as I would if I was using a pencil. After all, it's all about practice and
confidence. You need the confidence to know that you have done some good work, and entering it in
the monthly competition is a real boost, even if you don't get many/any votes, because people will talk
and advise and encourage you. And we've all have to start somewhere! Having been a member of the
club for about 5 years, it was only this February that I finally managed to come first in the members
competition, and I was riding high on cloud nine for several days!!
If you're wondering what to do next, please consider writing an article for Woodworms, and tell us
what your hobby means to you. Pyrography is a burning ambition – enjoy it!

Liz King
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D.D.W.C. Members’ Lockdown Gallery

Making Sycamore Look Interesting
First out of the blocks with a picture of
what he has been working at is Graham
Legg: a pot pourri bowl in Sycamore,
hollowed out with a Simon Hope 5mm
tungsten carbide hollowing tool, and
finished with Jo Sonja paints and Acrylic
gloss lacquer

Its the Finial Countdown !
New member Dick Harris lives in a house
with a big (!) staircase and at one time there
were 11 finials present but before he moved in
someone had inexplicably sawn oﬀ 5 of them!
The cost of having someone make
replacements was prohibitive, so, Dick did
the sensible thing, joined D.D.W.C. received
some lathe tuition from one of our tutors
(step forward and take a bow Brian Walker),
purchased a lathe and got to work and made
replacement finials. One down and four to go!
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Evolution of Club Competitions
I joined the club on the occasion of my retirement in May 2005 and four years later, in a moment
of madness, oﬀered to set up a club newsletter! Membership at the time was around the 30 mark
and as I recall the competitions were rather a hit and miss aﬀair with members’ work featured
often being more of a “show and tell” table and interestingly there was also a “work in progress”
table for members to display, and possibly seek advice on, pieces they were currently working on.
The competition table was generally rather sparse and I note that in August 2009 there was only
one entry, that of John Henbery! Visiting demonstrators were invited to judge the competition
which I guess immediately put any carvers/pyros etc. at a disadvantage if the visitor was a turner.
In January 2010 member were “awarded the franchise” and they became the ones to decide who
should be the competition winner and it is noted that 8 people
entered the competition. (note that there was one class only and no
themes)
Later in the year I had a further rush of blood to the head and took
over the responsibility of handling the competitions and I note from
the history book that by November the total number of entries had
reached a staggering 14!! In total 18 members had submitted an entry
during the year (6 on one occasion only) and the final outcome was
very close indeed - both Geoﬀ Nellis and Peter Fantham (one of his
customary “large” pieces are seen left) had acquired 22 points and
during the year both had achieved three “firsts” but Geoﬀ had also
achieved two “seconds” against Peter’s one so Geoﬀ was declared the
winner.
Along with John McConnell these two gentlemen had dominated the
competitions over the previous months and it was decided that from
January 2012 they would move into a “Masters’ Class” thereby
encouraging more of the other members to enter the competition as
they wouldn’t feel that the outcome was a foregone conclusion.
Whoever finished at the top of the “Members Open ” league table at the end of the year would
be promoted to the Masters’ section. The plan seemed to work as there was almost immediately
a 60% increase in entries on the “Members” table! The eventual winner was Tom Livesey who
joined the ranks of the Masters in 2013. At this stage of the game, it was decided to introduce a
theme to the competitions on alternate months; anyone entering the competition and following
the theme would gain a bonus point regardless of where they finished. The competitions
continued with this format until 2017 when, following the final competition, it was announced
that TWO people would be promoted to the Masters group; this arrangement to continue for at
least the next two years. Membership had grown considerably and 31 people had entered the
Members competition at least once during the year.
John and Lisa Williams took over the running of the competitions early 2018 and continue to do
so, Lisa bringing a much needed feminine touch to the presentation of the competition tables.
continued on next page
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Club Competitions cont’d
As you will see the competition has become an integral part of the club and hopefully this will
continue as we attract more members of varying skill levels. I feel this is what makes the
competitions so interesting as everyone starts at the same point so whether you are a total novice
or a former professional then you will commence your competition journey on the Members Open
table. If, say for example Emma Cook aka “The Tiny Turner” were to join our club then she would
start on the Members’ Open table and have to progress through the months to achieve promotion
to the Masters’ table. Generally the competitions run pretty smoothly with only the occasional
hiccup but recently we have experienced one or two problems possibly owing to the influx of new
members who aren’t fully conversant with the procedures.
For everyone’s benefit could I press the “refresh” key:
1. When entering your workpiece be sure to write it up on the correct sheet - Members’ Open or
Masters. (You are on the Masters' table only if you have topped the league table in recent
years.
2. Place your entry together with the index label on the appropriate table.
3. Cast your vote by 12 noon unless otherwise advised during the Chairperson’s introduction.
4. Please DO NOT remove your entry until the photographer has completed her duties
otherwise you will not get the recognition deserved on the website, Facebook and in the
newsletter. If you do have to leave the meeting early then will you please first advise Lisa or
John before removing your entry.
5. Remember to use both of your votes; occasionally we see a discrepancy in totals of votes on
each table.

James Sharpe
Ray McConnell
It is with some sadness that we report the death of Life
Member Ray McConnell. Ray joined the club early in
its life but was probably best known to many as the
person who, along with his friend Terry Plews,
provided us all with an endless supply of tea. Indeed,
he was known by some as “The Tea Boy”. It was almost
his trade mark that towards the end of a club
demonstration, as the clock approached 12, Ray would
march out of the kitchen and yell “Tea’s up!”regardless
of who was speaking!!! R.I.P. Ray.
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Engineers 1 (first of a series. If you are easily oﬀended, look away now!)

Two engineering students were riding bicycles across a university campus when one said, "Where
did you get the great bike?"
The second engineer replied, "Well, I was walking yesterday, minding my own business, when a
beautiful woman rode up on this bike, threw it to the ground, took oﬀ all her clothes and said,
"Take what you want."
The first engineer nodded approvingly and said, "Good choice: The clothes probably wouldn't have
fitted you anyway."

Tool Register and Club Programme
We are indebted to Brian Walker, later assisted by
Val Branson, for the hard work in setting up the
Club Programme and the Club Tool Register on
the club website; the programme is on general view
but you will need your password to access the
TOOL register (members section).

DATA PROTECTION
Your personal details are held on computer
for the use of DDWC. We only use this
information to run the organisation. If you
would like to know what information we
hold and how we use it, please contact the
Secretary.

Woodworms - Independent newsletter of
Derbyshire Dales Woodcraft Club.
Editor/publisher : James Sharpe
20 Beech Drive,
Ashbourne DE6 1HL
jsharpe208@gmail.com

Club Contacts
Chairman - Bronagh Cassidy

Vice-Chairman - Derek Puplett/ John Henbery/
Digby Owen
Secretary - Peter Branson
secretary@ddwc.co.uk
Treasurer - Graham Burke
treasurer@ddwc.co.uk
Demonstration Co-ordinator - Graham Legg/
Brian Walker
Tools Co-ordinator - Val Branson
Librarian -Roger King/Joe Akers
Competitions C0-ordinator s- Lisa/John Williams

Committee members can be contacted by emailing the addresses above or info@ddwc.co.uk.
Yo u r m e s s a g e w i l l b e f o r w a r d e d t o t h e
appropriate person.
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